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Simple, cost-effective content migration across popular
cloud storage services or on-premises network file shares.
SkySync Go! -- for common use-case migrations
SkySync Go! can be deployed in minutes within
Microsoft’s highly-secure Azure cloud or optionally
on workstations or server hardware via a simple
installer routine.
SkySync’s intuitive web interface guides you
through a simple setup process, step-by-step.
Within minutes, you’ll be ready to migrate files.

SkySync Go!
fully-supports major
cloud platforms and
network files shares
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NFS | SAN | NAS

No impact to users or operations
SkySync’s continuous copy mode ensures that target system files
are up-to-date in real-time and precisely mirror the source
system.
SkySync’s true bi-directional hybrid/sync capabilities enable
organizations to leverage and preserve content across onpremises systems and any cloud service.

Content without boundaries.

The highest performance and security
Each SkySync Go! migration is a customer-dedicated
cloud instance, providing unlimited scalability and
enterprise–grade security.
For on-premises deployments, files are streamed direct
to the cloud service—not through a proprietary
presence point or any other secondary cloud software.

Advanced content discovery and analysis
SkySync’s advanced analysis capabilities provide deep
insight into existing content and file sharing behaviors,
as well as simulates the entire file migration.
This enables precise project outcomes prior to
transferring any files.

Leading file transfer error resolution rates
Industry benchmarks for file transfer error resolution rates are
95%—SkySync’s rates often exceed 99%. Translation: SkySync
delivers up to a 500x reduction in the number of files that require
manual intervention.
For the negligible level of remaining files that do require manual
remediation, SkySync automatically organizes, groups, and
presents these files for the administrator or file owners to
resolve.

SkySync enables the world’s most successful enterprises with total control over and unbounded access to their content,
empowering their evolving modern workforce. We connect disparate storage platforms, unite silos of information, and
synchronize content spread across the enterprise—at scale. We enable our customers to achieve singular access and unified
control over their content, so they can support the evolving needs of a modern workforce.
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